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US life expectancy still lags behind, despite small increase: Overall expectancy 78.7 years in
2018
- Better maternal mortality data offer key insights on US disparities
Trump budget proposal a disinvestment in US health: Cuts to CDC, HRSA
Controlling COVID-19 will require flexibility, funding, says APHA’s Georges Benjamin: Congress
must act to protect US health workers, general public
Research: ACA drove coverage progress, but gains are eroding
New surgeon general report shares most effective ways to quit tobacco
Nation In Brief
- Study: US has highest suicide rate compared to 10 other rich nations
Special Report
Programs foster community resilience, health equity: Kresge, RWJF supporting climate work
Personal storytelling key to climate communication: Health workers effective messengers
ECO Bookworms club helps adults talk to kids about climate change
US tribes working to adapt in face of climate change threats: Livelihoods, economies at growing
risk
BRACE helping health agencies prepare for climate change effects: CDC framework supports
resilience
Climate change threatens mental health of vulnerable communities
Water quality, availability made worse by climate change in US: Access to water linked to health
equity
Minority communities harmed worst and first: Q&A with climate justice expert Adrienne Hollis
— Health inequities, social determinants exacerbated by climate change

Sharing knowledge at nexus of climate change, social justice: Special section explores pressing
issues
Public health needs to play crucial role in energy justice
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WHO process for declaring health emergencies scrutinized: COVID-19 response shows
limitations
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Eating less meat? Good for you! And good for the planet
- 6 strategies to cut back on meat
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- NACCHO toolkit shows health agencies how to get most out of social media
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Policy can be used to make positive changes to community health, Police Action Institute
shows: APHA event shares lessons from field, inspires action
Celebrate National Public Health Week April 6-12: Plan your NPHW events using fact sheets,
toolkit, resources
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Crossing sectors to improve public health: supporting Public Health 3.0
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Online-only: Study: Jargon turns readers away from information [e6]
Online-only: Warnings can help readers spot false information online [e7]
Vaccination coverage increases in California after exemptions end [e8]
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